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Abstract: – This article is focused on the transmission of the data in the client-server applications which
communicate via the public internet. The emphasis is placed on minimizing server load and maximizing user
comfort when working with a client application. The method presented in the article enables encapsulating all
this work into two class libraries, one of which operates on the server side and the other is integrated into the
client application. The data are automatically stored on the server in a classic relational database, only minimized
and uncomplicated text strings are sent via the internet and these data are submitted to the client application in
a clear object code form. This approach also brings comfort for applications developers who thus are able to
focus more on application logic.
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The requirement aroused for a simple way of
passing data between a web server and a client
application. Ideal would be to unify this procedure to
cover all the needs not only of this application, but
also so that it would be applicable universally in other
projects.
The ideal candidate for a such two-way exchange
of relational data would be the DataSet. The DataSet
object in .NET represents an in-memory cache of
data and is the critical object that gets passed
between the middle-tier and the Web Services layer.
DataSet objects easily and efficiently
serialize themselves into and out of XML.
This means that data, as well as the
related schema information, can be
moved between tiers in a loosely coupled
manner. [1, p. 212]
However, the DataSet class is not
supported
in Silverlight, because of the
Object data
minimize the installation package of
Silverlight version of the .NET

1 Introduction
The administration interface of Universal Testing
Environment1 provides the administrators with
a user-friendly way of the central database data
editing on the remote server. This communication
takes place over the public Internet network between
a client application in Silverlight2 and a server
application in ASP.NET (see Fig. 1). Data are stored
in a classic relational Firebird3 database on the server.
The client application then works with the data as
objects.
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Fig. 1 – Scheme of data transfer between DataSet on the server
and DataSet on the client side

1

Universal Testing Environment is an electronic online testing
system designed for the creation, operation and administration of
the tests, independently or in cooperation with LMS [16].

a smaller version of the .NET framework and written in various
languages supported by .NET (e.g. C# or Visual Basic). [15]
3 Firebird is a relational database offering many ANSI SQL
standard features, offers excellent concurrency, high
performance, and powerful language support for stored
procedures and triggers. [19, p. 97]

2

Silverlight is a software plugin for development lavishly
furnished internet applications that run within a web browser. It
is developed by Microsoft, executed using the plugin which is
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Framework, and its addition to Silverlight is not
planned4.
WCF5 architecture enables transferring such
objects whose classes are defined on the server side.
During development of the client application, the
integrated development environment can determine
the structure of these classes from the WSDL6
document and automatically create and later upgrade
their Silverlight version. But there is a fundamental
disadvantage in WCF, that during serialization7 it
cannot keep references between objects. Each subobject, which is referred to the other serialized object,
is also serialized every time, repeatedly. For example,
when a list of results from the testing will be sent via
WCF and each result will also reference the tested
user object, then the complete data of 100 users will
be sent for the 100 different results, even if all results
were linked to the same user. Then 100 independent
objects of User class with the identical values are
created by deserialization8 on the client side. This fact
increases bulkiness of transmitted data and also
greatly complicates their object representation and
processing.
The RESTful9 services transmit data in XML or
JSON10. All requests and queries for such data are
part of the URL. This URL includes, for example,
filter conditions, the authentication key etc. Part of
the request sent via HTTP protocol can also be
parameters unspecified in the URL, but attached by
the POST, PUT and DELETE methods. These
methods are used for modifying the data (POST =
inserting a new record or collection, PUT = changing
data of existing record or collection and DELETE =
deleting a record or collection). [2] RESTful services
are provided usually by servers for which it is
desirable to support the development of independent
applications that work with their data (e.g.
Amazon11).
Exchanging data between applications of different
developers is most frequently performed via an XML
(or JSON) document currently. Its structure is usually
defined by an author of one of the communicating
applications and other authors adapt to this structure.
OData12 is one of the protocols that standardize this

data structure and also the form of querying and
handling with this data. Applications that support
OData data exchange are then able to communicate
without major adjustments of inputs or outputs.
Online applications supporting OData are queried via
the URL in a standard manner (similar to the
RESTful services) including the above-mentioned
problems with serialization of data.
A new solution was designed and subsequently
created due to the aforementioned complications in
transferring of object data – Silverlight DataSet [3].

MSDN Blogs – ADO.NET team blog – DataSet and Silverlight:
http://blogs.msdn.com/b/adonet/archive/2009/05/26/datasetand-silverlight.aspx

9

2 Silverlight DataSet
For the purpose of data exchange two libraries of
classes were created. The first is for the Silverlight
platform on the client side and facilitates the
compilation of data requirements, deserialize
incoming data, their administration and builds the list
of changes. The other library receives requests on the
server, serializes the required data and processes lists
of changes (see Fig. 1).
The Silverlight part defines a class
DataObjectBase that provides the basic features
for individual data records. All the classes
representing the tables in a relational database on the
server must be derived from this class.
Linking of classes with records in tables and class
properties with columns of these tables is done
directly in the code of the class. Each such class must
have an attribute13 in which basic parameters for
linking with the table can be defined, i.e. especially
its database name. Similarly, the properties of this
class. Properties may also have attributes that
determine which columns of the table are bound with
them. Attributes can also contain other flags, e.g.
whether the value is read only, whether it is
compulsory (not null) or delayed, and maximum
length of text strings (see Code 1). Properties that do
not have this attribute are ignored by DataSet and
a used optionally by the developer.

REST – REpresentational State Transfer
JSON – JavaScript Object Notation, www.json.org
11 Amazon web services – aws.amazon.com

4

5
6

10

WCF – Windows Communication Foundation
WSDL – Web Services Description Language

OData – Open Data Protocol, www.oauth.net
Custom attributes allow you to declaratively annotate the code
constructs, thereby enabling special features, e.g. it can be
queried at runtime by reflection and dynamically interpreted by
a different code [21, p. 435]
12
13

7

Serialization saves the state of an object to the selected storage
(e.g. as a text string) and deserialization from it retroactively
reconstructs the original object [18]
8

Deserialization retroactively reconstructs the original object
from its serialized form (e.g. text string or XML) [20]
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3 Loading of the data

[DataObjectAttribute("A_USERS")]
public class User : DataObjectBase
{
private string surname;

When an application needs some data (e.g. if the user
wants to view some overview), a request for them is
passed to the DataSet. This may be either object
oriented or in the form of a text string, or an as XML
element of specific structure. Sequence diagram in
Fig. 2 shows how a request for data is processed
asynchronously.
The request may contain links to multiple tables
simultaneously. A filter for the required data is
compared always with filters of already downloaded
data for each of these tables. If the DataSet evaluates
that all the data have already been downloaded
earlier, it directly notifies the application to continue.
Otherwise, the DataSet builds a requirement into a
text string which is passed back to the application.
The application sends the request to the server (e.g.
via web service), where it is passed to the web part of
the DataSet. The DataSet deserializes it into a
structured data object and returns it to the server
application. The application processes the request in
a way that it loads required data from the database to
the classic DataSet object, which is part of the .NET
Framework [8, p. 309]. At this point, the application
can check also the authentication of a user, that
requires the data; whether the user has the appropriate
permissions to read them or not. The DataSet with
loaded data is passed back to the WebDataSet class
that serializes these data into a text string. The
WebDataSet returns this string to the web part of the
application to send back to the client.
The client application receives the string with data
and transmits them into its part of the Silverlight
DataSet. The DataSet processes them (deserializes
them to the appropriate classes, adds records to the
objects lists and restores relations between objects)
and then notifies the application that everything is
ready. The application can then start working with
the data.
All data sent over the internet is sent as a text
string throughout the entire process [9]. Yet the
application works only with object data. Complete
process of serialization, deserialization and
management of the data is catered by the appropriate
library of the DataSet. Database connection and
sending and receiving of data is provided by the
application. DataSet is independent of the
environment in which it is used and it maximally
simplifies all routine work with the data.

[DataObjectPropertyAttribute("SURNAME",
true, 30)]
public string Surname
{
get { return surname; }
set { surname = value;
ValueChanged("Surname"); }
}
...
}
Code 1 – Sample code of class definition linked to the database
table using attributes

Code 1 shows the mapping method using
attributes [4, p. 449]. The User class is linked to the
table A_USERS and the property Surname is bound
with the SURNAME column. The attribute constructor
also specifies that the name is a compulsory item (2nd
parameter) and its maximum length is 30 characters
(3rd parameter).14 Calling the ValueChanged
method in the set-part of property code allows for
data continuity of the property with a visual
component for editing, which can react accordingly
to a possible change of property value (see [5]). This
method also records all changes to the data, for their
subsequent submit back to the server and their storing
to the central database.
The DataSet performs compiling of the list of all
these classes through reflection (see [6, p. 489]) and
it is not necessary to draw them up somewhere else
again. A transmit of Assembly15 (in which the data
classes are defined) to the main mediating class is
sufficient during creating it. These classes are found
on the basis of these attributes automatically, and
they are mapped and stored in structured lists, so that
the DataSet could work with them without further
delay.
All data are downloaded in their original
relational format and classes, that process these data
on the client side, must adjust them appropriately.
References to other tables (classes) are basically
realized only through linking values (foreign keys)
and do not by object references, but this functionality
is not difficult to be programmed through the LINQ16
to Object (see [7, p. 49]).

14

15

A similar way of the definition of links is also used e.g. XPO
from DevExpress (www.devexpress.com/products/NET/ORM)
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Assembly is the logical unit that contains compiled code
targeted at the .NET Framework [17, p. 17]
16 LINQ – Language INtegrated Query
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Fig. 2 – Sequence diagram of the process to read data using the DataSet

 Update – Any changes of values in existing
records are recorded and only their new values are
sent to the server.

4 Saving of changes
Any changes of the data are collected and recorded in
a special list. Repeated changes of the same data are
recognized and only the last change is registered with
regard to its type. There are most commonly three
types of changes (sorted according to the priority of
changes):
 Delete – If the data record is deleted, the previous
changes are not necessarily further registered,
only the ID of this record is needed. If the record
was previously added and it is not yet saved, then
it is removed from the list changes completely.
 Insert – The newly inserted record always sends
all values to the server, even if it is later changed
(before submitting).

ISBN: 978-1-61804-355-9

Fig. 3 shows the progress of the process of saving
changes to the server. At the moment a user requests
saving changes to the server, the application
delegates the DataSet to assembly a serialized list of
changes. This list is sent to the server, where it is
passed to the web part of DataSet for deserialization.
The returned object contains "understandable" list of
changes which the application stores in the database.
This operation should be performed in a transaction
[10], because in case of a failure, the incomplete data
changes will be avoided. The application, of course,
can support this procedure. Possible competitive
changes made by another user can also be checked at
this stage, e.g. by the means of a time stamp.
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Fig. 3 – Sequence diagram of the process of storing of data changes using the DataSet

The object of list of changes supplemented by
these reactions to changes is passed back to the
DataSet for serialization and the output string is sent
back to the client application. The client application
passes the reaction string to its version of the DataSet,
which returns either an empty string as the proof of
everything being OK, or it returns an uncluttered list
of error messages that arose during the process.

these objects with database elements is extremely
simple, non-redundant and clear.
The DataSet, in combination with the
authentication protocol (see [11] and [12]) and
encryption (see [13] and [14]), is a safe and easy-touse tool for the Silverlight that enables the creators of
cloud applications to concentrate more on the
development of application logic without the need of
solving the problems associated with the transmission and security of data via the public Internet.
Basic classes SilverlightDataSet and
WebDataSet can easily be integrated into the project
and set. These classes can assist in the development
of such applications that work with the centrally
stored data. Procedures that were used to implement
these classes can be used in other environments and
languages easily. It can be also an inspiration for
further development in the area of data transfer in the
cloud computing and RIA applications. For example,
the client part of the DataSet could be adjusted for
use in modern UWP17 applications.

5 Conclusion
The DataSet for Silverlight is a useful tool for data
transfer between the Silverlight application and the
server. It tries to minimize the connection to the
server and thereby reduce the burden, but also
accelerate work with the client application, thereby
the user comfort is improved while working with it.
The DataSet receives data in standard relational form
on the server side, and on the client side, it translates
and manages data as objects of classes defined by the
author of application. Definitions of relationships of
UWP – Universal Windows Platform,
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn894631.aspx
17
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